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LOCAL NEWS

Flow Miss
Caribbean Culture
Queen Pageant
organisers show
appreciation to NIA
Ms. Shellisa Nanton
of St. Vincent and
the Grenadines, the
reigning Flow Miss
Caribbean
Culture
Queen, presented Hon.
Mark Brantley a plaque
of appreciation from
the Miss Culture Queen
Pageant
Committee
during a courtesy call
at his Pinney’s office
on Friday.

Culture Queen Pageant,
told Mr. Brantley that
the plaque recognized the Nevis Island
Administration’s (NIA)
continued contribution
to the pageant over the
years, and expressed
hope that the assistance
would continue.

Brantley said. “I certainly know that people
are going to come out
in their numbers because of the standard
this show has set over
the years. So, thank
you very much for this
plaque and please give
my regards to Randy
Jeffers and his entire
team, and we certainly
look forward to a wonderful show again on
Monday night.”

“Thank you for the
plaque. I am very
grateful. Certainly, the
Ms.
Nanton,
ac- government has been a
companied by Ms. major supporter of the
Flow
Miss
Renee Wilkerson, Co- show. We think it is one The
Chairperson of the of the premier shows Caribbean Swimwear
the
first
Flow Miss Caribbean in the region…,” Mr. Contest,

Hon. Mark Brantley, Premier of Nevis receives a token of appreciation from Ms.
Shellisa Nanton of St. Vincent and the Grenadines, the reigning Flow Miss Caribbean
Culture Queen at his Pinney’s oﬃce on August 02, 2019

segment of the Flow
Miss Caribbean Culture
Queen Pageant, will be
held at the Lime Beach
Bar on Saturday. The
main show will be held
at the Nevis Cultural
Complex Monday.
Participants for this
year will come from
the islands of St. Lucia,
Dominica, Nevis, St.
Martin,
Barbados,
St. Kitts, St. Vincent
and the Grenadines,

Anguilla,
Guyana, Barbados, St. Maarten,
Trinidad and Tobago Sr. Croix and Antigua
and
Antigua
and and Barbuda.
Barbuda.
The
Flow
Miss
Culture
In recent years a new Caribbean
segment was added to Queen Pageant was
the competition called first staged in 2006
the Mr. Caribbean and was won by
GQ which is twinned Nevisian born Ms.
with the Flow Miss Jamilla Parris. Itis the
Caribbean
Culture brainchild of its Chief
Officer,
Swimsuit contest. This Executive
year participants will Nevisian businessman
come from St. Kitts and Restauranteur Mr.
and Nevis, Dominica, Randy Jeffers.
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Ongoing Capital Projects Amount
to over $256 Million
The Government has shown its commitment to
the socio-economic development of St. Kitts and
Nevis with its multimillion-dollar investments into
public infrastructure projects, the Honourable Ian
Patches Liburd, Minister of Public Infrastructure,
told Federal Parliament Tuesday.
“The total cost of all the capital projects being
undertaken at present amount to approximately
256,890,000 XCD,” he said.
The construction of the second cruise pier; phase
two of the island main road project; the fisheries
break water project; and major works at Old Road
Bay are some of the major projects currently underway in the Federation.
“A part of this phase two of the island main road
project, there are some 15 local subcontractors
that will be engaged. To date, some nine of the
15 subcontractors to be engaged are in the job
and that will amount to approximately 7.8 million
dollars out of a total of some 15 million dollars,”
Minister Liburd said, outlining the benefits of the
projects.
The investment into public infrastructure is aimed
towards further modernizing the Federation, both
socially and economically, to expand tourism and
business opportunities.

Construction of a second cruise pier at Port Zante.
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EDITORIAL

Culturama;
45th
edition
During periods of national and even village/community festivals, we expect to see increased security presence. We did.
We expect that with such increased numbers of security officers, some
armed, some not – patrons will be inconvenienced as they hustle about,
balancing work, rest and parties. Some were.
We expect that security officers would become irritable as turn-over times
will be shorter than normal and especially so if and when all hands are not
on deck. We saw none of that.
Still, we must point out that we still demand better customer service from
the security forces. They must be up front and clear about their procedures. For example, a request to search a bag is different to a request
to search a person. Do not request a bag search and then pat down the
person. Explain properly.
If we are right about this, may we suggest an investment in portable x-ray
equipment at the ferry terminals. St. Kitts already has one. We know that
portable ones exist because we have seen them in use for the St Maarten
shopping trips.
Having said this, however, let us hasten to congratulate the organisers,
all the revelers, the spectators, the visitors and the security personnel for
an incident free Culturama. We also congratulate all the participants and
especially the contest winners.
C45 is over. Now let us get back to productive work and to nation building with the same passion and pride that we carried into the 45th party!
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Nevis Culture
Minister
pleased with
Culturama 45
festivities
Hon. Eric Evelyn,
Minister of Culture
in the Nevis Island
Administration said
this year’s Culturama
celebrations have met
his expectations during
NTV’s live coverage
of the Cultural Street
Parade in Charlestown
Tuesday
“Culturama has been
fantastic. Of course, we
have had our challenges.
We have had our little
difficulties needling here
and there but overall,
I have been very, very

pleased with the way
things have turned out.
I think we billed it as the
best ever and I think it
is turning out that way,”
he said, speaking to Mr.
Hon. Eric Evelyn, Minister of Culture on Nevis, masquerading and taking part in the Culturama 45 Cultural Street
Parade in Charlestown Tuesday.
Antonio
“Abonaty”
Liburd, Chairman of
in 1974 by the Nevis
dancers
participating Masquerade that’s the delighted.”
Culturama 45,.
Dramatic and Cultural
one headed by Duggins,
was important.
and there is one be- Culturama, known as Society (NEDACS) at a
Mr. Evelyn, who was a
participant in the parade, “Actually, we have three hind from St. Kitts as “De Caribbean’s great- time when the organisawas at the time playing masquerade groups. The well. “We intended that est summer lime,” is tion felt Nevis was losmas with a masquerade one in front is David we must have at least the foremost cultural ing its cultural heritage.
45 masqueraders on event on Nevis in which The 12-day event has
Dynasty.
group from Nevis.
the road this afternoon. Nevisians celebrate their become a permanent
He noted that the I am playing with We have more than cultural heritage. The feature on the calendars
number of traditional the Cotton Ground that and so we are very festival was started of regional festivals.
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No delays to second
pier despite dispute

LOCAL NEWS

Culture queen
danced, fell
and rolled her
way to crown
By Monique Washington

Falling and staying
down was not an option for Nayala Daniel
on her way to victory
as Ms Culture Queen
on Sunday night.
That’s why when
Daniel slipped and fell
during one segment
she jumped right back
up.

Minister of Public Infrastructure Ian Liburd has promised no delays in the construction
of the second cruise ship pier.

By Loshaun Dixon

A dispute between the
Canadian Commercial
Corporation
(CCC)
and the St. Christopher
Air and Seaports
Authority (SCASPA)
over construction costs
for the second cruise
ship pier is headed for
arbitration. However,
this will not delay construction, according
to Minister of Public
Infrastructure
Ian
Liburd.

the basis of unforeseen who normally makes
circumstances in the provisions for such
eventualities.”
construction.
“The rationale behind
design and build is that
the contractor can add
value by ensuring the
design can be built easily and or cheaply by
increasing the build-up
“It has not put a halt of the design and the
to the project. It does cost associated with
not slow up the project it,” Liburd said.
in any way. It is ongoing and would be de- Canada Commercial
livered, I am advised, Corporation (CCC) is
before the set date of working with multiple
September 23rd 2019,” local and overseas subcontractors to comhe said.
plete the project.
Regarding the arbitration, Liburd said that The second cruise pier
in contracts such as will be 60-metresthat with CCC, the risk wide, 670-metres-long
is always the responsi- with a draft of approxibility of the contractor. mately 32-metres.
However, Liburd later
said the dispute will
not affect the completion date of the second
cruise pier, due in a little more than a month.

Last week during a
sitting of the National
Assembly Liburd disclosed that CCC, who
are the main contractors for the second pier,
are claiming an additional US $7.8 million
in fees, a claim which
has been rejected by “When it comes to
design and build this
SCAPSA.
type of project places
He said CCC was any risk of the demaking the claim on sign on the contractor

The total cost of the
pier was originally
US $48 million USD
and has been funded
locally.

The slip came during Daniel’s Nevisian
pride
performance,
falling in the middle of
a dance routine while
wearing a costume.
Daniel quickly got
back up and continued
her dance routine without skipping a beat and
with the same high
energy.
Later, during her evening wear segment,
Daniel appeared on
stage with a new accessory, an ankle bandage. Despite needing
medical
attention,
2019 Ms Culture Nayala Daniel
Daniel managed to
model her evening
wear with a gracious ladies went head to Queen title amassing
smile while still walk- head in five judged a total of 845 points,
segments: unsung hero the first runner up
ing with a limp.\
speech,
performing was Parmanand who
But the night was not talents, Nevisian pride, amassed 761 points
over for Daniel, in the Cultural gown and and the second runner
up was Thibou who aclast segment, the ques- question and answer.
cumulated 750 points.
tion and answer, she
appeared in a wheel- At the end of the
chair to answer the evening, Thibou cap- During a live intertured best unsung view during the Grand
judges’ query.
hero speech and best Culturama Street paand
an- rade, Daniel said that
It was quite a night question
for Daniel and the Ms swer segment while she received numerous
Culture Queen pageant Daniel capture best- calls the day after her
talent, win.
held on August 4 at performing
the Cultural Complex. best Nevisian pride,
encouraged
The patrons packed and best cultural gown Daniel
the complex to witness segments. Daniel cried persons to “never let
Daniel, Nikita Thibou, when her name was your tough times deHarsha
Parmanand, called for each win- fine you but let them
refine you. So if you
Tereka Browne and ning segments .
fall down, don’t stay
Joneika Smithen vie
for the coveted Ms Daniel rolled away down, get up.”
Culture crown. The with the Ms Culture
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Investigations still ongoing
in Brantley law ﬁrm ﬁre
Juris building on Main Street
in Charlestown. The fire engulfed part of the second floor
Police are still investigating of the law firm where Nevis
a fire that broke out over a Premier Mark Brantley is a
week ago at the Charlestown partner.
office of Daniel Brantley and
The entire back section
Associates.
which housed a library was
“On the day of the fire, we extensively damaged but the
had some trained person in central area and the front area
fire and police on the scene. received only thermal and
They would have visited the smoke damage.
scene of the fire twice, the
day of and another day. They Some of the vendors neighcollected some samples from bouring the law office also
the scene and sent them away reported some water damage.
to be tested. However the
results have not come in as Daniel Brantley associate atyet,” said Inspector Reynold torney Adrian Daniel said the
law office in the Juris buildMyers.
ing was still closed and he
He said that if the results are was awaiting updates from
still undetermined they will the authorities.
then source other agencies to
help determine the cause of Last week Divisional Fire
Officer Garfield Hodge said
the fire.
they had investigated the fire
The fire broke out on July but that the cause was still
31 shortly after 5am at the undetermined.
By Monique Washington

Police are still investigating a ﬁre at the Daniel Brantley law oﬃce on July 31.
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National School
Chaplaincy
Programme to
be Strengthened
for 2019-2020
School Year

LOCAL NEWS

Rogers sizzles as
Pan Am athletes
fall short

Jason Rogers competing in the men’s 100m at the Pan Am games this week.

I thought I would,
especially based on
how practice was goAfter waiting more ing but overall I think
than 10 days follow- I executed the best as
ing the opening cer- I could but unfortuemony of the Pan Am nately the result was
Games in Peru, St. not what I wanted,”
Kitts and Nevis final- said Crooke.
ly made its debut in
the competition but It was then Jason
only saw one athlete Rogers’ turn to take
advancing in their re- the track in the
100m men’s semifispective event.
nal. Despite having
The first SKN ath- a great start to the
lete on the show was race he had to settle
Shenel Crooke in the for third in a tight
female 100m. She race won by CeJahe
ran a time of 12.36 Green of Antigua and
seconds but failed to Barbuda.
qualify for the finals.
Rogers’ time of 10.36
Speaking after the was good enough for
race she said that him to make the fithough she got her nal that was held on
start
correct
the Wednesday evening,
remainder of the making him the sole
race did not come SKN athlete to compete so far who had
together.
advanced to a final.
“I feel like I executed
my start today. I ran In the final, however,
really well and what he had to settle for a
I have been working seventh-place finish
on in practice really with a time of 10.40
showed. After the seconds. The event
start, it was a little was won by Micheal
bit difficult for me Rogers of the United
towards the end of States.
the race. I wasn’t
performing the way Reanda Richards was
By Loshaun Dixon

Permanent Secretary in the Ministry of Ecclesiastical Affairs, Ron Dublin-Collins

The National School Chaplaincy
Programme in St. Kitts and Nevis is
expected to get a boost following a
formal review and training session
to be held in late August.

pastoral services during school
events.
Permanent Secretary in the
Ministry of Ecclesiastical Affairs,
Ron Dublin-Collins, said that the
meeting was very productive,
noting the interaction between the
chaplains was excellent and the
excitement for the programme remains strong.

The chaplaincy programme, introduced in Jan. 2019 by the
Ministry of Ecclesiastical Affairs,
provides additional support for
students, teachers, and parents, in
personal, moral, emotional, and
The formal training and review
spiritual development matters.
session was the outcome of that
Some 50 spiritual leaders took meeting.
part in the programme that was
implemented on a seven-month Permanent Secretary Dublintrial basis in all non-faith-based Collins said that the training would
benefit the some-20 pastors who
public and private schools.
are expected to join the expanding
The chaplains reported on programme, and also serve as a rethose efforts at a meeting held orientation for returning pastors.
Thursday, Aug. 019, at the Solid A manual is also in development
Waste Management Conference to help guide the participating
Room. During the January to members of the clergy.
July period, they attended general and gender assemblies, con- The chaplains are expected to be
ducted home visits, performewd in place before the start of the
grief counselling, and provided 2019-2020 school year.

the final athlete on
show in the 400m
hurdles but she also
failed to advance
past the semi-finals,
finishing in eighth
place.
St. Kitts and Nevis’
medal hopes now
rest with two-time
CARIFTA champion
Jermaine Francis will
compete in the men’s
high jump on Friday.
Head Coach Lonzo
Wilkinson
spoke
highly of Francis and
was confident of a
medal.
“He is a phenom. He
is ready to jump, he
is young and needs
some experience but
he too will medal at
this meet,” he added.
Wilkinson
added
that despite the cold
weather, the team camaraderie was great
thanks to Francis.
“Having a person
like Jermaine around
there is energy and
vibes in the team.
There is no dull moment. Everybody is
energised off him.”
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Cannabis business in SKN
to have challenges
foreigners and its not cheap.
So it sends the wrong message
to the local entrepreneur,” said
Last week, the National Emanuel.
Assembly passed into a
law that allowed for the de- Emanuel said that in Jamaica,
criminalisation of cannabis, cannabis companies have to
describing it as a first step be majority locally owned.
toward creating a legitimate However, these partnerships
cannabis industry in St. Kitts are still unequal because foreign investors are still supplyand Nevis.
ing most of the capital.
“The establishment of a modern industry requires a lot of “The foreigner puts up 100
work and preparation and es- percent for the capital. [Paying
pecially one which has to date for] Infrastructure, branding,
been part and parcel of deeply glasshouses,” said Emanuel.
held ideas regarding its use, its “Basically the local person
legitimacy, and even its legal- allowed you entry into the
ity,” said Prime Minister Dr market but not necessarily to
Timothy Harris during the sit- stay on an equal basis in susting in the National Assembly tainable terms.”
on July 30.
Emanuel added that loBut while a cannabis industry cal farmers, while they had
could be potentially lucrative knowledge of growing cannafor the Federation and aid in bis, were also disadvantaged
its development--particularly when it comes to growing methat of agriculture--experts dicinal marijuana which must
have warned that building a consistently have the same
successful industry is difficult effects between crops.
with other nations struggling
to develop it in the face of “Growing cannabis [illegally]
regulation and a plant which is not the same as growing it
has not been cultivated on an in a regulated market. Within
industrial scale in many juris- the unregulated market, that
euphoria is left up to chance.
dictions for decades.
If I use [medicinal marijuana]
Jamaica, for example, decrim- for insomnia and it’s helping
inalised cannabis in 2015 and me, if I get it next year will I
has attempted to set up a legal get the same reaction?”
cannabis industry including
the production of medicinal “The level of quality managemarijuana and the empower- ment systems that are needed
ment of Rastafarian farmers in place, so if something goes
who have historically been wrong we know where this
persecuted over their use of product came from. There
marijuana. However, some needs to be that level of reRastafarian farmers have criti- cord-keeping,” said Emanuel.
cised the plans, saying that the “If you understand Caribbean
fees which can go up to US agriculture we have not done
$10,000 a year exclude small that with other agricultural
farmers and making cultiva- commodities. It will be a chaltion the province of big busi- lenge for Caribbean farmers
to put that in place.”
ness and foreign investors.
By Kenichi Serino

University of West IndiesMona researcher Dr Machel
Emanuel said that while programmes and policy to help
small farmers have been put
in place by the Jamaican government, they have not been
successful because of a lack
of financial resources while
pricing the fees in US dollars
sends the wrong message to
small farmers.

Regulations will also be a factor in the cannabis industry
and how St. Kitts and Nevis
approaches regulating their
own industry will also be key
to the Federation’s success.

“Regulation and legislative
framework are the most important things when it comes
to judging this industry and
how well it will do,” said
cannabis consultant Marcus
Ramkissoon
“It sends a signal that it’s Ramkissoon.

was appointed by the government to sit on the recently announced St. Kitts and Nevis’
Cannabis Core Committee.
The committee is intended to
help the Federation establish a
cannabis industry that will not
run afoul of international drug
treaties.
Ramkissoon said a lack of
proper regulations and ignoring international treaties has
been the problem in other
countries in the region, including Jamaica and Antigua
respectively.
Regarding medicinal marijuana, Ramkissoon said
Jamaica has still not been
able to export it commercially
four years after the legislation
was originally passed and had
only opened up five dispensaries within the country. “They
don’t have those requirements
and rules in place necessary
for those businesses to follow
the right path to export,’ said
Ramkissoon.
In the case of Antigua, because it had effectively legalised some cannabis use, rather
than only decriminalize, it was
no longer in compliance with
the International Narcotics
Control Board, limiting the
countries it can export to, according to Ramkissoon.
“St. Kitts [and Nevis] may
be the first island within the
region to effect legal export.
St. Vincent is ahead but they
haven’t put in their electronic
tracking system which is essential,” said Ramikisson.

Expert member of the Cannabis Core Committee Marcus Ramkissoon.

are also producing cannabis.
China is presently the largest producer of hemp in the
world while U.S. National
Hemp Association Executive
Director Erica Mcbride Stark
said acreage in that country
was set to triple.
“Our acreage just this year
is likely to be at least triple
what it was last year and there
certainly will be an interest
in supporting locally grown
hemp as the industry gets up
and running,” said Stark.

“Should we get a clear regula“Because St Vincent doesn’t tory path from FDA (Food and
have that tracking system in Drug Administration) then we
place, if St Kitts moves for- may see demand outweigh
supply making exporting to
ward fast it could be first.”
the US necessary. It’s just a
In addition to medicinal mari- little too soon to tell.”
juana, interest in developing
a legal cannabis industry has Ramkissoon believes that
also been around the pro- with a clear regulatory path,
duction of hemp for manu- St. Kitts and Nevis can also
facturing and Cannabidiol, enter the CBD as well as the
better known as CBD oil--a medicinal marijuana market.
supplement that proponents However, they were likely to
say has health and medicinal get “out-competed” by larger
properties. CBD has become counties over time. “They
increasingly popular in the might be able to produce an
US and European Union entire St. Kitts worth of hemp
and is expected to be worth in one area of their lands and
billions in the near future. in that regard their price will
However, larger countries be lower than what we can

produce our CBD for and we
can be out-competed in that
regard,” he said.
Ramkissoon said that in addition to China, the United
States and Canada: Colombia
was also preparing to get into
the cannabis export industry.
“We will be out-competed for
lack of better words. When
Colombia starts producing
hemp they’re going to blow
everyone out of the water.”
However, Ramkissoon said
there was an opportunity if
St. Kitts and Nevis also embraced cannabis research and
developed new products that
it could market and sell.
“Then the products we gain
from the research will be
able to have more claim internationally, more demand
internationally and then we
can become an exporter of
those CBD products,” said
Ramkissoon.
Ramkissoon also believes
that with proper regulations,
more local farmers can also
Continued on page 11
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CLASSIFIEDS CLASSIFIEDS CLASSIFIEDS CLASSIFIEDS
REAL ESTATE
Vacancy

Gardner please call
Marcia Wilson
1 201 290 8888

Vacancy
New Generation
Heavy Equipment
Seeking a heavy
equipment operator
Contact: 665-2310

Handyman
needed
Building maintenance
3 Kings Services
contact 665-1926

Vacancy
Anthony Construstion
seeking a housekeep
6692262

Vacancy

Vacancy
REAL
ESTATE EMPLOYMENT
EMPLOYMENT REAL
ESTATE REAL ESTATE
EMPLOYMENT Vacancy
EMPLOYMENT
Vacancy
Vacancy
Vacancy
Colors Duty Free
Jewellers is seeking a
watch horologist must
have 5 years experience and watch horology training. 465-2030

Vacancy
Indie Yogo St.Kitts
seeking certified
yogo instructor and
personal trainer
6605075

Vacancy
Wesk Limited
Seeking One
Deck Hand
Contact : 663-4167

Vacancy

New Generation
Heavy Equipment
Seeking a heavy
equipment operator
Contact: 665-2310

Vacancy
New Generation
Heavy Equipment
Seeking a heavy
equipment operator
Contact: 665-2310

Vacancy

Total Power equipment
is looking for a cleaner
662-8161

Survivors Bar
Shop Keeper
Contact: 668-8525

Vacancy

Vacancy

Survival Bar
Needs one Bartender
Contact : 668-8525

Need Cleaner
Contact: 764-7900

Vacancy

Vacancy

Jamaican Bakery
Needs Bakery Assistant
Contact # 660-6196

Vacancy

Effy Jewelers is looking for a jeweler and
sales person with
atleast 2 years experience, contact nick
4654358

Health Plus Pharmacy
Cashier
sales clerk
Pharmacy technicians
Pharmacist
Tel:465-1072

Vacancy

Vacancy

T & T Security Service
Needs Security Officer
Contact : 661-4856 /
762-3233

Diamond Bar
Needs a Salesperson
Contact: 660-5569

Felicity Sewing Shop
is looking for an assistant if interested
Contact # 765-4551
Email: felicitisewingshop@yahoo.com

Zoe Sensational Life
Occupational
Physio Therapist
Naturopathic Doctor &
Organic Pastry Baker
Contact:660-3647

Vacancy

Vacancy

Vacancy

Vacancy

Sam’s Carpentry
is seeking a carpenter must have 3
years experience
contact- 6636245

2 Bedrooms,
unfurnish
Call:469-5723 6643077 665-1025

New Vibes Real Vibes
Bar & Snackette
Bartender & Cook
Telephone: 663-1751

CK’S Landscaping
Nursery Attendant/
Landscaping
Contact : 667-6155

One Sales Person
Juana Boutique
Contact: 665-6682

Vacancy
H&H
One Sales Clerk
Contact: 660-9790

VJS Snackette
is seeking
6 Carpenter
3 chef Indian and
contential
1 purchase manager
Contact : 665 4281

Vacancy
Mihir Enterprises:
Fort Street Basseterre
Opposite big sale store
contact 6611797
Vacancy for a sales
Representative.

Vacancy
Pal’s Bar & Snackette
is seeking a bartender
669-8017

Vacancy
Needs One reliable
male, between ages
of 25 to 40 years
Must have knowledge
of carpentry and be
able to do minor repairs
Limited Supervision
and have a drivers license
Contact: 664-9349

Vacancy

Sales Representitive:
Working
9:00am5:00pm must be able
to work on sundays
when ship is in port

Vacancy

Apply to: I love
St.kitts Bldg 5 store
101 port zante basseterre st.kitts

COCOLOSPM
One sales person
Contact: 6679122

Email:
SKBinfo@yahoo.com

Vacancy

Vacancy

Vacancy

Vacancy

Price Busters is seeking Store
Manager for Retail Store At Port
Zante
Must have 3 years retail sales &
purchase experience, and must
have managed a retail store for
atleast 2 years.
Must be honest, reliable, and trust
worthy and have a high degree of
integrity.
Excellent communication and
Listening skills, as well full computer knowledge.
Email your resume at
NKHUBCHANDI81@
GMAIL.COM

Times Square Jewels and Time is
seeking
Certified GEMOLOGIST from
Gemological Institute.
3 years sales experience
Must be honest, reliable and trust
worthy and have a high degree of
integrity.

KALI MATA INC
DBA Sharky’s is seeking two store
supervisors

Sun & Sand is seeking a store
supervisor

Excellent communication and listening skills, as well as full computer knowledge.

ContactHARKSHSADARANGANI@
YAHOO.COM

3 years experience
Must be flexible with timing
Spanish speaking is an asset

3 years experience
Must be flexible with timing
Spanish speaking is an asset
Contact- AMIRULALAM2@
HOTMAIL.COM

Email your resume at
NKHUBCHANDANI81@
GMAIL.COM .
LIQUOR LICENCES
ORDINANCE, 1906

JOB OPPORTUNITY AT

SCHEDULE A

To the Magistrate District ‘’C’’
To the Superintendent of Police.
I, Play Boy Pizza Shack
At PARADISE ESTATE in
the Parish St.Thomas’ do
hereby give you notice
That it is my intention to apply on 27thDay of August ,2019
next to the District Magistrate
At Charlestown for a Liquor Licence
in respect of my Premises in Paradise
Estate in St Thomas’ Parish, Nevis
Dated this 18th day of July 2019.
Signed: NHicks

BROOKES HAULAGE &
QUICK DELIVERY

We are seeking an Heavy
Equipment Operator
Must have over 3
years experience
Please call 869.662.8765
MR Brookes (Owner)
or 869.469.2744(Office)

SPIRITUALITY
Specilize in all types
of spiritual works- sickness
Removing of evils-Blockages
Clearances- SuccessProsperity
Reading- ECTContact - + 15926305590 or
Whatsapp - +15926305590.
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Cannabis business
in SKN to have
challenges

St. Kitts and Nevis has begun its ﬁrst steps towards a legal cannabis industry. However, experts say there will be challenges.
Continued from page 9

be empowered. He said in preliminary
talks with the government, as many as
half of the licenses for growing cannabis could be set aside for farmers at a
lowered cost who might then pay back
the license fees when they’re successful. “We want them to become as big as

foreign investors,” said Ramkissoon.
He said that if successful, a cannabis
industry could employ hundreds of
farm workers and thousands of workers in ancillary industries such as
construction.
“Good, well paying, secure jobs.”
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Driving Under the Influence of Drugs
is a Matter of Public Health
of the day we would
want to make sure that
persons who choose to
use marijuana do not
do so while operating
motor vehicles or any
type of machinery that
could endanger their
lives and the lives of
other people.”

Driving under the influence of drugs is
considered to be a matter of public health, the
Honourable
Wendy
C. Phipps, Minister
of State with responsibility for Health,
told
Parliament
Tuesday during discussion
concerning
the Drugs (Prevention
and Abatement of the
Misuse and Abuse of
Drugs) (Amendment)
Bill 2019.

She stated that these
are matters that will
be addressed in the
bill properly and in
accordance with the
provisions outlined in
the Vehicle and Road
Traffic Act.

Minister Phipps noted
that the amendments to
the bill call for the prohibition of operating
a motor vehicle while
under the influence of
cannabis.
“This is a matter of
serious concern to the health issue,” she said.
Ministry of Health,
especially
because “While
we
have
road safety is a public gained in terms of our

CMYK

provisions to protect
the lives of persons
on our roads, most recently largely to the

investment in the stoplights that we do have
etc. with more to come
in the future, at the end

Minister Phipps stated
that the government
must be mindful that
“what we are trying
to achieve here is a
much broader work,
progress towards that
work, as it relates to
the establishment of a
new regime regarding

the decriminalization
of marijuana.”
“Today’s address addresses personal use,
regulations
against
smoking in public and
all the rest of it. And as
we progress to the natural progression to the
whole decriminalization climate in which
we find ourselves,
when we do come to
the point of the debate of the Cannabis
Bill, we will now realize how much more
is involved in making sure we create the
type of environment
that properly regulates
that industry, the use
of that drug, as well as
to ensure that the state
agencies that should be
involved are so aptly
prepared to undertake
their responsibilities,”
she said.
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Yeehaw takes Road March
By Monique Washington

Agriculture in Fine
Style.

Delroy “Delly Ranks”
Huggins and Jevaun
“Speedy” Jeffers, both
of the Kore Band, have
claimed winner and
first runner-up for the
Culturama 45 Road
March championships.

As it relates to the
Fantasy Troops, second runner up was
Festival Love, first
runner-up was Love
Passion, Pride and
the winners were
Royal Rampage.

Both men are vocalists
for the Kore Band and
they were also the only
two who registered for
Road March this year.
Hundreds of revelers danced behind the
Kore Band for Jouvert
morning for its long
jam which began in
Gingerland and ended
in Charlestown.

Liburd thanked everyone who participated in Culturama
45 Cultural Street
Parade.

The
announcement
came on Wednesday
from the Chairman of
Culturama Antonio
“Abonaty”
Liburd
revealed that Delly
Ranks song ‘Yeehaw’
gained 220 points,
second was Speedy
with his rendition of
‘Ready’. Also being

“I would also like to
thank all other participants in the various competitions …
to all the organisers
of fringe activities I
say a big thank you
for coming on board
and partnering with
the Nevis Culturama
Masquerades. Floats Committee.
Nelson Jeffers.
announced was the Come to Town.
were tightly contestwinners for the Junior
Culture Parade.
In the Old Mass sec- For the Folklore ed. Second runner- To our valued spontion, second runners Troops first runner- up went to the Four sors, without you we
Revelers, would not have been
First runner-up was up was the Bazzard up went to Dave’s Season
Baadaye with ‘Royal’ Boys, first runner-up Dynasty and the First runner-up went able to stage a fesand the winner was was the On the Spot winners were the to the Festival Pride tival of this magniGround and winners were the tude,” said Liburd.
Country
Settings and the winner was Cotton

CMYK
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Police investigate non-fatal shooting
Police are investigating a shooting Lodge Project was shot and injured underwent emergency surgery. He
incident in which a man was injured by an unknown masked assailant, is currently warded in the Intensive
Care Unit and listed as being in a
police said.
Monday, officials said.
stable condition.
Police responded to a report of a The victim was transported to the
shooting close to Lodge Project at Mary Charles Hospital in a private Members from the Crime Scene
approximately 8:45 p.m., where vehicle, then to the JNF General Unit visited and processed the
29-year-old Glenville Williams of Hospital via ambulance where he

scene.
Police ask anyone who might have
any information in relation to this
incident to call the Violent Crimes
Unit (VCU) at 467-1887, 467-1888,
or 662-3468 or their nearest police
station.

Link Between Drug Abuse and
Mental Health Underscored
During Cannabis Debate
The
Honourable
Wendy C. Phipps,
Minister of State
with
responsibility
for Health highlighted the link between
drug abuse and mental
health
during
the debate over the
Drugs
(Prevention
and Abatement of the
Misuse and Abuse of
Drugs) (Amendment)
Bill 2019, the minister saying government
and other entities will
make provisions to assist in such matters.

of 25 persons, and currently we have approximately 17 or 18 active
clients at the moment,
that most, if not all of
the cases of schizophrenia that we are
seeing being dealt with
among patients for that
particular facility are
linked clearly to marijuana use or have at
least been exacerbated
by marijuana use.”

She stated that when
looking at the decriminalization of marijuana and for provision
“Mental health is of personal use withglobally
considered out criminal charges,
as an NCD (Non- the negatives that can
C o m m u n i c a b l e come with it must be statutory agencies, as
it relates to counselDisease) now because considered.
ling, all of the state’s
of all of the contingent
risks and illnesses that “This is telling us that resources would have
could go along with the national agencies to come to bare as
it when people can that should be there to we build out a proper
no longer look after assist persons in crisis, mechanism to deal
themselves,” she said. persons with substance with this matter,” she
“I would have said abuse problems includ- said.
in that debate on the ing, but not limited to,
Appropriation Bill, as the Ministry of Health, Minister Phipps said
it relates to the Mental and the National Drug that it is evident the
Health Day Treatment Council, as well as government is already
Centre, which is de- other private as well on a path to havsigned for a maximum as co-operative or ing “a very seriously

established regulatory
regime to deal with
marijuana use and as
the mover of the Bill
would have stated,
when we come to the
point of debating the
substantive legislation,
which is the Cannabis
Bill, we would see for
the first time how extensive these regulations have to be.”
The regulations, she

make sure that we get
it right and as such I
commend this Bill
to safe passage and
trust what results out
of it and the eventual
debate and passage
“The
honourable of the Cannabis Bill
mover of the Bill will also be subject
would have gone the to broad based pubextra step in indicat- lic education that is
ing that a wide con- necessary going forsultative approach is ward,” said Minister
preferred to continue Phipps.
as we have started to
said, are expected to
affect other pieces of
legislation,
including the sale of goods,
consumer
rights,
e-commerce.

Scholarships Available for
Citizens to Study in the U.K.
The Commonwealth Scholarship Commission in the United Kingdom has phd-scholarships-high-income-countries/ for all the necessary information
announced the availability of scholarships commencing between January regarding the application process.
and March 2020 to enable citizens of St. Kitts and Nevis to pursue Ph.D.
studies at a United Kingdom university.
Though the website has a closing date of Aug. 28, 2019, applicants
are required to submit their complete dossiers to the Human Resource
Those
interested
should
visit:
http://cscuk.dfid.gov.uk/apply/ Management Department no later than Friday, Aug. 16.
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Rastafarian Community will Continue
to have Voice in Cannabis Legislation
The St. Kitts and Nevis
Government is ensuring that members of
the Rastafarian community continue to
play an active role in
the shaping of policies, particularly as it
relates to the changing of laws on the use
of marijuana/cannabis
for religious, medicinal and recreational
purposes, by naming a
number of Rastafarians
to the Cannabis Core
Committee.

one that contributes to
the health and wellness of the people and
economy.

The committee of
experts, led by Dr.
Wycliffe Baird, has
been put in place to
further advance the
process of establishing
a marijuana industry
and to advise on the
necessary systems to
make the industry a
real and substantial

“I hope for more dialogue in whatever way,
even if it is meeting
with us and having
more conversations for
us to be better prepared
Prime Minister Harris pictured with members of the Rastafarian community following a meeting at the Oﬃce of the
as the process moves
Prime Minister.
forward, because by
hearing from us more
you would have a bet- our position,” Agard of the Cannabis Core of Government and involvement of your
ter understanding of said at the first meeting Committee Tuesday, the experts all sit- group to further refine
noting the impor- ting down and talking [the Cannabis Bill,
tance of including the about where we’re at 2019] before it comes
Rastafarian committee and where we need to again to the Parliament
on matters of impor- go and I think that will and we have brought
in a group of extance to them, such as help.”
perts…because what
the use of marijuana as
part of their religious Dr. Harris reiterated the Government has
that the road to the sought to do is to bring
practice.
decriminalization of the best possible minds
”We would want you marijuana in the coun- available within the reto continue to work try and the creation gion, within St. Kitts
with us in a public way of a cannabis indus- and Nevis and beyond
in terms of the public try are being done — persons who would
education on the mat- through a phased pro- have had some input
ter,” Prime Minister cess and reminded the in the development of
Harris agreed. “I think Rastafarians of their a cannabis industry or
have expertise in the
it would be helpful role in this regard.
area to come help us
to have a panel with
are
hop- adopt our own systhe Rastafarian broth- “We
through
the tem,” he said.
ers, the Ministers ing

Rastafarians
represented on the committee include certified
medical cannabis expert, Mr. Marcus
Ramkissoon;
Chair
of the Organization
of Rastafari in Unity,
Delroy ‘Ras I-Roy’
Pinney; Mr. Melvin
Marcelo Agard, and
Ras Eli X Freeman.
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Rough week for junior football teams

SKN U15 boys playing in Florida

By Loshaun Dixon

It has been a rough
week for the St. Kitts
and Nevis U-15 boys
football team and the
U-14 girls team after
they were both defeated in their respective
competitions.
On Monday the young
Sugar Boys fell to St.
Lucia in a 3-1 defeat at
the IMG Academy in
Tampa, Florida. Jabez
Dorset was the only
one who got on the
score sheet for St. Kitts
and Nevis while two
goals from Keegan

started we had to leave
the pitch. We had
lightning in the area
and rain and the enviOn the following day ronment made it a bit
in their second match, difficult for us because
the Sugar Boys fell after warm-up we had
3-0 to Belize thanks to to leave and come
goals from Christopher back. We had about
Moro, Allen Castillo five minutes to get
back into game mode,”
and Allison Torres.
said Harris.
St. Kitts and Nevis
Coach Delvin Harris He added that the team
said after the game that did not adapt to the
there were challenges pitch as well.
with the weather prior
to the game and the “We had very good
chances
and
we
pitch was affected.
didn’t put them away.
“We had a rocky With that, we were
start. Before the game burnt by three other
Caul and one from
Jahil Evans gave St.
Lucia the advantage.

A piece of the action SKN U14 girls vs SVG

opportunities that they
got and scored. After
the first (goal) the guys
bowed their head and
then allowed two more
to score.”
He said that after the
water break, they were
able to lift their spirits and the team went
out and got a goal. But
while they continued
to dominate the game
they were unable to pull
ahead.
In the Girls’ U14 game
played at Warner Park
the St. Kitts and Nevis,
the young women were
narrowly defeated 4-3

in their first match of
the Caribbean Football
Union (CFU) Caribbean
Challenge Series on
Monday evening.
Scoring for SKN was
Jahzara Claxton who
had a brace finding the
back of the net in the 4th
and 67th minute while
Sharema Blake scored
in the 12th minute.
St. Vincent and the
Grenadines were powered by Shakeyra Kydd
and Areka Hooper both
of whom had two goals.
St. Kitts and Nevis
Coach Zaiesha Joseph
said she was proud of

the efforts of the team.
“It was a very hardfought match indeed. At
the end of the game, unfortunately, the scores
were 4-3 in favour of
St. Vincent and the
Grenadines.
Overall
though I am extremely
proud of the ladies
as most of them have
never played football
before,” Joseph said.
She said they will continue to work hard to
address their weaknesses and will be hoping
for a better outcome in
the remaining games.
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Brathwaite named captain
for SKN Patriots
that same set of game
plan and try to be
as attacking as we
Following the depar- could potentially be,”
ture of cricket superstar said Brathwaite in a
Chris Gayle, Carlos statement.
Brathwaite will be
stepping up as the new Brathwaite said Gayle
captain of the St. Kitts would be missed from
and Nevis Patriots the Patriots, both in
ahead of the 2019 his on-field play and in
Caribbean
Premier the dressing room. The
team will have to find
League season.
someone to fit his big
Brathwaite has been shoes.
playing
with
the
Patriots since 2015 “Chris is now gone so
and will be leading we need to find a rethe squad when the placement for Chris,
new season begins on probably not in the
same style that he
September 4.
would play, but with
“I’m very excited! I the results that he
think we had a good would normally bring
last couple of years to the team,” said
where we challenged Brathwaite.
really well on the field,
we went to the final “Obviously that’s anand then we made it other big character
to the playoffs as well. gone in the dressing
So this year is about room as well so we
trying to continue that have to manoeuvre
differently
same thought process, slightly
By Kenichi Serino

but we need the same
results where we challenge for the top four
and then once we get
to the top four, we
challenge for the title.”
Gayle will this season be playing for the
Tallawahs in his native
Jamaica. Brathwaite
credited the batsman
for making a contribution to the Patriots
with words “worth the
weight in gold”.
“He has the respect of
everyone in the dressing room, so whenever
he speaks you know
his words are worth
the weight in gold.
I think a lot of people
take his coolness and
his calm persona for
granted but there’s
very much a whole
heap of respect in all
the dressing rooms I’ve
been fortunate enough
to play alongside him

Carlos Braithwate will be playing for the St Kitts & Nevis Patriots at the 2019 Hero
Caribbean Premier League.

the 2019 season which
includes six players
“Everyone in the who recently comdressing room gives peted in the Cricket
him maximum re- World Cup for their
spect.”
Brathwaite national sides. This
will lead a squad for includes Sri Lankan
in,” said Brathwaite.

all-rounder
Isuru
Udana,
Pakistan’s
Mohammad
Hafeez
and West Indian cricketers like Lewis and
Fabian Allen.

Prime Minister to Hold One-On-One
Meetings with Constituents Thursday
Prime Minister Dr.
the
Honourable
Timothy Harris will
hold one-on-one consultations Thursday
for citizens and residents of Constituency
Seven
who
wish
to
engage
with
their
Parliamentary
Representative.

his constituency also
have a chance to meet
face-to-face with him
and share their views
and concerns.

One-on-one consultations are one forum
by which the prime
minister
engages
personally with citizens and residents of
The one-on-one meet- Constituency Seven
ings are expected to and the wider St. Kitts
run from 2-6 p.m. and Nevis community.
at Prime Minister
Harris’ constituency The prime minister
office on Main Street, also hosts regular
town hall-styled meetTabernacle.
ings, organizes and
While consultations participates in monthare typically for citi- ly health walks and
zens and residents of often makes house
Constituency Seven, visits during his conPrime Minister Harris stituency walkthrough
has ensured in the past events.
that persons outside
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Culturama 45 ends peacefully

King Hollywood crowned Senior Calypso king

By Monique Washington

The 45th edition of
Culturama has officially come to a peaceful
end with no major incidents being reported
for the season.
Culturama
opened
on July 25 with the
junior Calypso show
and ended on August 6
with the Grand Parade
and Last Lap jump
up. The event was
held under the theme,
‘Love Passion, Pride:
Culturama 45’.
“Culturama was safe
and peaceful. There
were no serious reports
of major incidents to
the Charlestown police
station. There were a
couple of minor offences,”
Superintendent
Lydon David told
The Observer on

Speedy and X-Man, the Power and Groovy soca kings

dethroning King Delly
Ranks in the Power
“Jouvert finished on segment and X-Man
time and so did last dethroning Speedy in
lap. People of Nevis, the Groovy segment.
people from St Kitts
and persons who vis- On Saturday evening,
ited from other parts of the big boys came
the world participated out to play. Seven
came
in the festival peace- Calypsonians
up against King Dis
fully,” he said.
and Dat in an effort
Culturama was also a to dethrone him. At
time for crowns, as the the end of the night, it
event had scheduled was King Hollywood
several shows. The last who was successful
crowns that were to be in being named the
won was that of Power Culturama 45 Senior
and Groovy Soca Calyoso King. Murray
Monarch, Ms Culture placed first runner up
Queen and Senior and Dis and Dat placed
in the second runner
Calypso Monarch.
up position.
On Thursday, seven
soca artists in each cat- The last pageant for
egory went up against the Culturama season
reigning King Speedy was that of Ms Culture.
(Groovy King) and Five beauties vied for
King Delly Ranks the title but at the end
(Power King). The of the night, Nayala
keenly contested com- Daniel was successful,
petition saw Speedy winning three of the
Wednesday.

Bananas
Hamilton Estate

Summer Hours
We are Happy to let you know we will stay open throughout the Entire Summer

Thursday
Friday
Saturday
Lunch & Dinner
Call 469 1891

Ms Culture 2019-2020 Nayala Daniel

five judged segments.
First runner up was
Harsha
Parmanand
while second runner up
went to Nakita Thibou.
Other activities hosted by the Culturama

committee were the
Wet fete, Herbert’s
Beach
Affair,
Jouvert, Last Lap
and the Homecoming
celebration.
David

thanked

his

colleagues in both
in the Royal St
Christopher and Nevis
Police Force and also
in the Defense Force
for their hard work
during the festival
season.
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Emancipation Day: a time for
reflection and cultural expression
encountered. “It is
celebrated here in a
big way, because it
August 1 is every year gives reflection on
celebrated in the the good old days
British Carribean as and what transpired
Emancipation Day, then,” Nisbett said.
the anniversary of
the abolition of slav- He said that more
ery in the British attention is needed
to highlight culcolonies.
ture around the time
Emancipation,
Though the day is of
often overshadowed Nisbett said that one
in St. Kitts and Nevis example of this was
by the Christena Nevis and Culturama.
Ferry
Disaster,
Cultural
preserva- “Nevis is a fine extionist Zack Nisbett ample of that and
said
Emancipation if you look at the
was still a time for troupes, it is a comreflection and cul- munity togetherness
and brought out the
tural expression.
traditional
aspects
Nisbett said the day of culture. That is
reflects
freedom significant because
when slaves were it brings out the lifeliberated and the style amongst the
significant trials and people,” Nisbett said.
tribulations they had Reflection was also
By Loshaun Dixon

Cultural preservationist and historian Zack Nisbett

cultures were implemented then. They
got a chance to free
themselves because
remember they were
under the colonial
system and they were
freed from that and
had a chance to dance
and create excitement and it became
the norm.”

to bring back and get
rid of the metropolitan food. The way
they roasted breadfruit and that sort of
thing we need to go
back to that because
it is more nourishing
rather than having the
dishes that are killing
us,” said Nisbett.

“We need to enhance
what happen during Nisbett said the way
people ate during the
slavery.
time of Emancipation
What transpired with should also be rethe whips through flected today.
performances
by
the masquerade and “The basic food in
clowns. The masters those days was cassaand how they had va and ground provirelationships
with sions and we tend to
their workers on the run from those types
estate, it needs to be of foods today.
spelt out.”
Those are the foods
Nisbett said the cel- that have the type of
ebration should also nourishment for our
be highlighted how body,” he said.
Emancipation
was
marked when it was Nisbett said that people should eat more
announced in 1834.
traditional foods than
“metropolitan
“There was excite- the
ment and a lot of food” of today.
partying and they
got a chance to ex- “Food of an indigpress their views and enous nature we need

He also said he is
planning to open
an exhibition to depict what life was
like at the time of
Emancipation.

relevant because it
gives a chance to
look back at “where
we came from and
where we are going.”
Nisbett added that
what happened during slavery also needed to be highlighted
through culture.

“We are going to
have coal pots and
some of the utensils
they used then in relation to that.”
“Those things need
to be preserved,” said
Nisbett.
The abolition of slavery was achieved on
August 1, 1834 in
the British Caribbean
following legislation
passed the previous
year. A period of an
apprenticeship followed with full freedom coming in 1838.
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Increased chance for ‘abovenormal’ hurricane season: NOAA
By Kenichi Serino

Following the end of
El Nino, the National
Oceanic
Atmospheric
Administration is revising
its predictions for the 2019
hurricane season, saying
there is an increased chance
for an “above normal” season and estimating between
10 and 17 named storms.
Seasonal forecasters with
NOAA’s Climate Prediction
Center (CPC) have increased the likelihood of
an above-normal Atlantic
hurricane season to 45%, up
from 30% from the outlook
issued in May.
“El Nino typically suppresses Atlantic hurricane
activity but now that it’s
gone, we could see a busier season ahead,” said Dr
Gerry Bell, lead seasonal
hurricane forecaster at the

CPC
Of the 10 to 17 named
storms, NOAA estimates
that between five and nine
will become hurricanes
with two to four being major hurricanes. Two named
storms have formed so far
this season but the peak,
from August to October, is
now underway.
On average, the Atlantic
hurricane season produces
12 named storms, of which
six become hurricanes, including three major hurricanes. NOAA cautioned that
their hurricane estimates are
for overall activity and not
a prediction of how many
storms could make landfall.
The National Oceanic Atmospheric Administration in the United States has changed its predictions for

this hurricane season, saying there is an increased chance for “above normal” activity.
“NOAA will continue to
deliver the information
that the public depends on Neil Jacobs, acting NOAA next-generation satellites, our forecasters, we are presophisticated weather mod- pared to keep communities
before, during and after administrator.
els, hurricane hunter air- informed to help save lives
any storms throughout the
hurricane season,” said Dr “Armed
with
our craft, and the expertise of and livelihoods.”
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Workshop teaching
traditional instruments
ongoing
year the course is being
conducted by musician
Willmoth Solace, better
Young people in St. known as the Mighty
Kitts are being taught Jules.
the basics in traditional
musical instruments as “His style of music is
they attend the 13th an- different and down to
nual traditional music earth. We have already
workshop going until seen some of them mastering the quarto as well
August 24.
as the banjo,” Nisbett
The
workshop
is said.
hosted by Cultural
Preservationist
Zack He said attendance thus
Nisbett at his historical far has been sporadic
and cultural library and because a number of stumuseum in Buckley’s dents were engaged in
Estate and will focus other summer activities
on teaching the gui- but believes by Monday
tar, fife and the banjo there would be larger
among other traditional attendance.
instruments.
Nisbett also explained
The annual workshop that many of the worktargets children from shop attendees are
age four to 12. This students who are also
By Loshaun Dixon

part of the schools’ programme where they
partake in some folklore
groups.

in previous years, the
course would also emphasise teaching children about discipline.

He said that they will
also not only learn to
blow the fife but will
be shown how to make
them. “We need fifers,
the music needs fifers, so
we have to emphasise on
that and we are going to
be giving a special prize
to the best fifer. They
are also learning to play
the ukulele banjo and on
the guitar which we are
emphasising a lot,” said
Nisbett.

“This is a workshop
where you need to have
discipline. You need to
sit down and learn to
play.”

Traditional music tutor Willmoth Solace and coordinator
Zach Nisbett at their academy running until August 4.

Nisbett said the gradu- when they are collecting
ation ceremony will be their certificate.
bigger and better come
Nisbett also noted that
August 24.
like in previous years
“On the day they have they would form a band
to perform and demon- at the end of the workstrate the skill in front shop to perform for tourof their parents and the ists, hotels and concerts
audience. We normally to earn them money that
He said Solace was very have a featured speaker they can use for school
supplies
versed when it comes as well,” Nisbett said.
to music with over 50
He said each student will “It is a worthwhile enteryears of experience.
have to present some- prise and is something of
Nisbett said that, as thing on their instrument significance that benefits

them.”
Workshop tutor Solace
said he was happy to be
teaching kids, which involved a lot of patience
while they learned.
“I am glad the young
people come here and if
they stick with the music
they would stay out of
trouble and away from
the gangs,” said Solace.
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First potential storm dissipates,
but peak season looms
Management Agency
(NEMA) warned of
the tropical wave last
A tropical wave that week, saying that
threatened to be the there was a chance it
first hurricane of 2019 could develop into a
fizzled out over the hurricane.
weekend, but peak
season is still ahead “We were monitorfor St. Kitts and Nevis, ing an approaching
Senior Meteorological tropical wave that was
Officer at SCAPSA showing development.
Elmo Burke told The But as it got closer to
the island chain it beObserver.
gan to struggle with
environmental
SCAPSA and the the
National Emergency
By Kenichi Serino

said wave did not develop
into a hurricane, Burke
said that the region is
“As we went through still in hurricane seathe weekend, it began son and more storms
to fizzle out and losing could loom on the
its signature and it be- horizon.
came an open wave on
“Once we go into the
Sunday thereabout.”
peak [of season], you
Burke said that as it have more and more
fizzled out, the wave tropical waves . So
created some cloudi- the potential for one to
ness and rain showers develop will be there,”
Burke said.
earlier in the week.
conditions,”
Burke.

While

this

will continue to monitor weather conditions
and the authorities will
provide warnings “if
need be”.
NEMA has said last
week that national
preparations for a hurricane are already underway and warned the
public to be ready, including having a family checklist, knowing
where are emergency
shelters and who are

their district leaders.
Updates on any impending storms can be
found on the NEMA
website and Facebook
pages.
Earlier this year, authorities predicted that
this would be a “normal’ hurricane season,
estimating that there
could be between nine
and 15 named storms
this year.

tropical He said that SCAPSA

Prime Minister Congratulates Jamaica
on Anniversary of its Independence
Prime Minister of
St. Kitts and Nevis,
Dr. the Honourable
Timothy Harris, extended
congratulations on his behalf
and that of the people
and government of
St. Kitts and Nevis to
the government and
people of Jamaica as
that country observes
its 57th anniversary of
independence.

and punch above your
weight in our region
and further afield,”
Prime Minister Harris
said in a congratulatory
letter to his CARICOM
Colleague, the Prime
Minister of Jamaica,
the Honourable Andrew
Holness.

Harris noted the theme,
“One
Nation…One
People,” was succinct,
yet sober, focusing on
“The Government and a strong commitment to
people of St. Kitts and unite and build Jamaica,
Nevis salute you on adding, “This theme
this landmark achieve- bears resonance in an
ment, as you continue era characterized by
to blaze the trail in powerful forces of divipursuit of true sus- sion. The call for unity
tainable development, is one which will auger

well for Jamaica and
by extension the wider
Caribbean Community.
The Prime Minister
said he looks forward to
continue working with
Prime Minister Holness
at CARICOM, the OAS,
Commonwealth and the
United Nations “as we
tackle the numerous
challenges
confronting us as Small Island
Developing States in
pursuit of our development objectives.
Jamaica gained independence from the
United Kingdom on
Aug. 6, 1962.

St. Kitts and Nevis Prime Minister Dr. the Hon. Timothy Harris greets Jamaican Prime
Minister, the Hon. Andrew Holness

Government House
Announces Appointment of
Governor General’s Deputy
Mrs. Hyleta Liburd has been named to act as Governor-General’s Deputy in Governor-General S.W.
Tapley Seaton’s absence from St. Kitts and Nevis effective Monday, Aug. 5, Government House
announced.
The Governor-General administered the Oaths of Office and Allegiance Friday, giving Mrs. Liburd
the capacity to discharge the functions of the office of the Governor-General.
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